
 

 

Have you heard of "unbranded signs", ready to customize and 
assemble? 

The innovative SIGN24H platform, specialized in serving signmakers from all over Europe, arrives at 
FESPA Global Print Expo Berlín, with this especially advantageous offer for all professionals in the 
sector. 

 

As with other types of products, it is also possible to get unbranded signs. If you are a sign maker, 
graphic designer, digital printer or professional of the graphic arts, you can now buy unbranded signs 
online, ready to customize and install. Likewise, you have the chance of sending them directly to your 
customers, avoinding them to know where you bought them or at what price, personalizing them 
directly on the spot. 

For sign makers or professionals in the graphic sector, it offers great 
advantages and considerable savings in time and money. 

SIGN24H's unbranded signs are introduced as a very advantageous alternative for our sector. These are 
standard size signs, without vinyl signage and adaptable to any need. 

Statistically demanded by almost 90% of customers and essential in any signage project, this type of 
signs provides the best solution at the lowest price. 

 

Advantages offered by www.sign24h.com 

Manufacture less, and earn more! 

At SIGN24H, they only manufacture in large quantities products that are in high demand, managing to 
offer signs at a much lower price than the usual market price. It will not be worth your time and money 
to invest in production! 

Focusing on getting the best products at most competitive prices, the team of Sign24h have developed 
a catalog of products with certain exclusive and innovative attributes, applied thanks to their patented 
manufacturing and design systems. A clear example is the light banners with a compact design, with a 
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thinner profile of just 6 cm, optimized lighting without shadows, made with recyclable materials. 
Furthermore, they offer premium quality, lightweight banners at factory prices and ready to wrap and 
mount. 

 

 

Unbranded signs with delivery within 24 hours throughout Europe.  

 

Ideal signs to have them in stock without risks. 

Unbranded signs are already on the market (www.sign24h.com) and are an excellent alternative for 
professionals in our sector. As they are standard products, customizable and easy to sell, you can afford 
to have them in stock, taking advantage of purchasing in quantity and in large shipping volumes, thus 
guaranteeing, in addition to prices, lower shipping costs. 

You benefit from selling them effortlessly, saving you all the complications of manufacturing, 
optimizing your time and making great profits. 

100% online. Simple, fast and inexpensive. 

Find all the latest SIGN24H news at the Stand 5.2-B31 FESPA Global Print Expo Berlín 
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